Relationships and
Direct Practice
Maris Stratulis
National Director, BASW England

Welcome
Housekeeping
• Wifi: customerfirst
• Hashtag: 8020campaign
• Opportunity to:
• Join the 8020 Campaign – Steering or Stakeholder
• Get involved in University of Sussex’s Talking and Listening to Children KITBAG
Campaign

• Programme

Exercise
• Introduction – (10 mins )

• Think about why having quality time to do your job/do things in
your life matters
• If there was one thing you could do to create more time to
spend with the children you work with, what would it be?

BASW England Survey
on how much ‘direct’ time
social workers spend
with children and families

Six questions, over 350 response …
1. How many hours do you work a week on average?
2. On average, how many hours of your working week do you spend
face-to-face with children, young people, parents or carers?
3. On average, how many hours of your working week do you spend
on the phone with children, young people, parents or carers?
4. How many hours of your working week do you spend on a
computer or doing paperwork, on average?
5. How many hours of your working week do you spend on reflective
practice, on average?
6. Do you have any comments about your current balance between
direct relationship based work and paperwork/administrative duties

How many hours do you work a week
on average?

How many hours of your working week do
you spend on a computer or doing
paperwork, on average?

How many hours of your working week do
you spend on reflective practice, on
average?

On average, how many hours of your
working week do you spend face-to-face
with children, young people, parents or
carers?

What social workers told us …
“Unfortunately, paperwork and administrative tasks far outweigh
any meaningful direct work with children and families. If only we
could do the jobs we all came into the profession to do rather than
being a slave to the computer and organisation bureaucracy.”
“Direct work is what it’s all about. I do feel supported and
encouraged by my authority to do direct work. However, I would say
that caseloads and demand often mean we don’t do as much as we
would like to.”
“Working in front line CP is far outweighed by paperwork, but we are a
front-line service, how can a front-line service work efficiently
when 90% of your time is spent completing paper work?”

APPG for social work – The funding
crisis in children’s services
•

Government funding for social services has dropped significantly
since 2010

•

There was an almost 29% drop in local spending power (National
Audit Office, 2018)

•

Early help and preventative support services have had
substantial cuts.

•

More deprived LA’s have seen 45.6% cuts, while relatively
affluent LA’s have seen 28.3% cuts (Webb and Bywaters, 2018)

“

Messages from young people …
The Care Crisis Report (The Nuffield Foundation & Family Rights Group 2018) …

“Two or three years after being in care they listened to me, as I
started high school. They asked me how I felt about being in care but
at that point it was too late and I didn’t care”.

”

“Three or four years into care I got a new social worker and they
asked my views and what I thought, that was the first time anyone
had asked”.

“When I hit high school that’s when I felt like I had more of a say.
Before that nobody asked me one single thing about what I
wanted to happen.”
Stability Index Report 2018 (Children’s Commissioner for England)
Nearly 19,000 children experienced two or more social worker changes in
2016/17. This works out to around 1 in 4 children in care – broadly the same
rate as in 2015/16.

80/20 Campaign, Let’s Make a Difference
In partnership with the Children’s Commissioner (OCC) and other key
stakeholders and partners we are committed to …

1. Campaigning and promoting the importance of social workers
spending quality ‘direct’ time with children and families
2. Sharing good practice and excellence in action
3. Relationship based practice, a leadership cascade model within
organisations
4. Any system change to the delivery of services for children, should
also place children’s views and experiences at the heart of delivery
5. A partnership coalition
6. 80/20 Pledge – action in practice
Bureaucratic processes, computer systems and paperwork were highlighted as
part of the Eileen Munro review. BASW England members tell us they continue
to spend too much time in front of computers, rather than undertaking
direct work with children

When workers receive regular
supervision and support with
manageable caseloads and sufficient
time to work in direct contact with the
families, workers show enhanced
practice skills and create better
outcomes for families they work with
(Wilkins, Lynch and Antonopoulou,
2018)

•

Families are more likely to report good working relationships,
agreed goals, lower levels of stress and higher life ratings
when their social worker demonstrates good levels of skill

•

These benefits are only evident when there is sufficiently
frequent contact

“When I am able to I spend time with children on a 1 to 1 basis I am
able to remember why I do this job.” (Social worker)

“In 1979 in the Cleveland Enquiry Report into child sexual
abuse the inquiry chair, Elizabeth Butler-Schloss implored
professionals to ensure that children were related to as
people and simply not objects of concern. Sadly, the risk of
this way of relating in social work practice today still exists
and has not disappeared.
It remains imperative, therefore, that social workers
develop sound communication skills, are able to
practice in relationship-based ways and are
appropriately equipped to do so.”
Gillian Ruch, Professor of Social Work, University of Sussex

Talking and Listening
to Children
and using Kitbag
Gillian Ruch
April 2019

Talking and Listening to Children

•

Repeated evidence from Inquiry reports and Serious
Case Reviews that children are not seen and heard
sufficiently

•

Yet everyone agrees that communication with
children is critically important!

•

So why isn’t this happening, and what can we do to
improve the situation for children, their parents and
social workers?

•

Some research already, but it tends to be focused on
what social workers say, not what they do

•

Hence the TLC project was devised…

The TLC Project
•

ESRC funded, 4 countries of the
UK

•

Qualitative, ‘practice-near’
methodology using ethnographic
& innovative video-based
methods

•

3 phases:
—

—
—

Phase 1: participant observation in 8
team rooms (6-8 weeks each) across
the UK and observation of 82 visits
with children & young people
Phase 2: Video-stimulated recall
interviews with 10 pairs of children
and their social workers in 3 settings
Phase 3: Development of CPD
materials for practitioners and
research impact related activities

The TLC Research Questions
• What are social workers observed to
do when they communicate with
children & young people in a range
of settings and with a range of aims?
• How do practitioners experience and
understand their communication with
a child or young person?
• How do children & young people
experience and understand their
relationship with social workers?
• What factors best facilitate
communication between social work
practitioners and children & young
people?

Key messages
• Communication between children,
young people and their social
workers is framed by the complex
context in which it takes place
• Social workers need to use their
skills sensitively and creatively to
make spaces for communication with
children and young people
• The relationship between children,
young people and their social
workers is more important than
communication itself; a good
relationship will forgive a poor
communicative encounter

Paradoxical practice
• Think the unthinkable
• Authoritative empathy
• Discrete intrusion
• Doubtful trust
• Hopeful realism
• Vulnerable competence

Paradoxical positions and professional
relationships
Working with a family where there were concerns re: neglect of a 5
year old girl with cerebral palsy and her two year old brother, the
social worker displays her doubtful trust:

Visiting a 5 year old boy where there were child protection concerns,
the social worker demonstrates her position of discrete intrusion,
mindful of not causing distress and keeping her visit really brief:

I say ‘appear’ open, as opposed to they are open, you don’t ever
really know…

But I think I’m also conscious that I don’t want to ask them too sort
of heavy specific questions …let me have a conversation with him
but as I said I don’t want it to be too formal with him. It’ll be a
really brief visit, I would imagine with Danny.

In response to a mother with a young baby:
Right now she’s doing a good job but there’s always the worry that
you close the case and it all kicks off again, I mean we have we’ve
been here before like.
A social worker working with a mother with an 8 month old baby boy
in light of serious concerns about her parenting capacity
demonstrates her authoritatively empathic response:
Because the first visit she was very anxious and she sat and cried.
She goes, ‘I don’t want you to take him off me’. And I was kind of
saying, ‘You know Kathryn, we do do that when we need to, but I’m
not coming out to do that today. What I’m out to do is to help you.’

Following a school visit to see a 5 year old girl:

Yes, I found it like it was a, it was…yeah it was a good visit,
you know, I don’t think I’ve left her with any sort of trauma or
distress.

But when are encounters too discrete or too
intrusive, too doubting or too trusting, too
authoritative or too empathic?

Social pedagogy and professional
relationships
“At the beginning when I was doing
assessment, I was talking to the
parents and whenever I met the
children, I am interviewing them
rather than doing stuff with them.
Now I’ve realised that I can
actually play or do things with the
children and actually still get
information out of them …. So yes
over the last 6-7 months there has
been a noticeable change for me.”

TLC Resources

TLC Impact workshops
REFLECTING ON PRACTICE
“I think I realised I was getting it the wrong way
around, as a newly qualified, I was going to
every assessment and visit with such an agenda
in my head…. I wrote here [in baseline
assessment] ‘I was worried about missing a vital
bit of information in just playing.’ How awful?
Just playing? But I have written here [post
assessment], ‘The space has allowed me to
think about how to encourage children to have a
voice, but also to actually hear it.’ And it is in that
playing, and I have just had the best fun!”
“I had my nails painted absolutely hideously the
other day, but it felt like such a privilege and it
was actually a really bonding thing to do,
because this little girl was holding my hands and
it was a real connection.”

THE GROUP
“I am less desperate to get it right first time – that has
been a significant shift for me. Having the safeness of
the group to really think about it, made me realise that
actually ‘it’s alright’ ”
“In the beginning it felt a bit silly, picking an object, ‘what
is this, I’ve got a report to write’ but actually today, and
the last 3 or 4 sessions I’ve just thought let’s just go with
this and actually it’s been really good.”
RESOURCES

“But it should be that we can just turn up and pick up
some pens papers stickers, play dough, figures or
whatever, it shouldn’t be what can we borrow. The bits in
the room are a bit sort of rubbish, there are a couple of
bricks and a couple of that, definitely not enough to
entertain a small child.”
“Well you know a teacher will have what they need, a
doctor is not expected to buy a stethoscope.”
“If we were doing a social work assessment we would
highlight that this would be an area of concern! There
are no toys in here.”

TLC Kitbag Twitter Campaign

Using resources with children

Reflective questions
What is your experience of communicating with children?

What do you find most challenging?
What would help you develop your communication skills

How does your organisation support you in your work?
If a child you work with were here today what would they say they would
like from social workers?

TLC Publications
Morrison, F. Cree, V.E., Ruch, G.,Winter K., Hadfield, M. and Hallett, S., (2018) ‘Containment:
Exploring the concept of agency in children protection social work practice’, Childhood, first published
online November 14, 2018.
Winter, K., Morrison, F., Cree, V.E., Ruch, G., Hallett, S., Hadfield, M.,(2018) ‘Emotional Labour in
Social Workers’ Encounters with Children and Their Families’, British Journal of Social Work,
Advanced Access 19 April 2018.
Ruch, G., Winter, K., Cree, V.E., et al (2017) ‘Making meaningful connections: insights from social
pedagogy for statutory social work practice’, Child & Family Social Work, 22, 2,1015–1023.
Winter, K., Cree, V.E., Ruch, G., Hallett, S., Hadfield, M., Morrison, F., (2017) ‘Exploring
communication between social workers, children and young people’, British Journal of Social Work,
47, 5, 1427–1444.

Introducing Kitbag
Dr Margaret Hannah
Director of Health Programmes
International Futures Forum

International Futures Forum (IFF)
• Fosters practical hope and wise initiative in challenging times.
• Addresses three emergencies: the real emergency, the conceptual
emergency and the existential emergency
• Develops programmes and products to help
• Developed Kitbag in response to the existential challenge:
How do we keep our heads and stay human during times of profound
cultural, economic, technological, environmental and social change?

History of Kitbag
• In 2005 IFF set up an inquiry in the global pandemic of mental distress with
key professional input from
• Maureen O’Hara (IFF and former President of Humanistic Section of American
Psychological Association, now Professor of Psychology at National University, San
Diego)
• Len Duhl (Professor of Public Health and former Psychiatrist, University of California
at Berkeley)
• Neville Singh (IFF and retired psychoanalyst based in Edinburgh)
• David Bolton (retired psychiatrist and formerly Director of Centre for Trauma and
Transformation, Omagh, Northern Ireland)
• Merle Ferguson (retired child psychotherapist based in West Scotland)
• Wendy Simpson (Health Psychologist and Manager of Playfield Institute, Fife)

• Initial funding from WEF and FACT
• Mehmet Oz (Heart Surgeon, New York) and Dean Ornish (Cardiologist, San Francisco)

Key findings
• Mental distress is rising in most countries and cultures across the
world
• Patterns may differ in detail, but include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sleep problems
Anxiety and depression
Suicidal thoughts and behaviours
Addictions
Relationship and family breakdown
Violence

• There will never be enough psychiatrists, psychologists and therapists
to deal with this
• We need to design something which can grow psychological capacity
without recourse to professional help

Retreat inside the box

Descend into chaos

Grow to next level of psychological complexity

Further developments
• 2008 funding from NESTA to develop prototypes and test in a range of
settings
• Involved textile and graphic designers, composer and local producers
for calming oil, talking sticks, cloth bags, cards and music.
• 2014 funding from Scottish Community Foundation and other grant
givers to introduce in schools, families in need.

Today
• Roughly 30% schools in Fife and 5% of schools in the rest of Scotland
use Kitbag on a regular basis.
• Two organisations: Children 1st and Tigers Ltd use Kitbag for clientfacing work (with families and with young apprentices respectively),
as well as for organisational meetings and peer support.
• Over 500 staff from a wide range of agencies, including social work,
have taken part in introductory sessions about Kitbag.
• Mini-Kitbag is popular in workplace settings – opening and closing
meetings, peer support, facilitation, self-care

Kitbag helps to shift the culture
(Intelligent Kindness)
• It is not there to fix people but to enable all to be heard
• It’s a space for a different kind of conversation
• When conversations are more positive and provide space to share
how we are feeling, we build trusting relationships and the culture
changes
• Kitbag combines psychological input, wisdom and artful design to
provide a way to enable this
• The aim is for this to become a normal way of being together
• In time, you don’t need Kitbag because you have internalised what it
offers

Cloth bag and Ribbon
Tactile, opens up a physical space,
aims to make it feel safe and
confidential
(Winnicott – facilitative
environment)

Calming Oil
Smells floral, pleasant, reassuring
and becomes associated with
Kitbag sessions
(olfactory nerve, memory and
emotions)

Presence Cards
Contain breathing and
visualisation exercises
Used with the minute timer
(Jon Kabat Zinn)

One-minute Timer
For Presence Cards and other uses
(Nancy Kline)

Feelings Card
A way to tune into feelings and describe them
No judgement: same colour on different days
can mean different things
Appreciate diversity: different people choose
same colour in the same session for very
different reasons
(science of qualities, IFF member Brian
Goodwin)

Talking Stick
Person holding the stick is listened
to with respect
(active listening, taking turns,
wisdom circles)

Puppets
Project feelings onto them which
are otherwise difficult to express
Act as a comfort (first
teddy/blanket)
Bring lightness to the session
(Merle Ferguson)

Animal Cards
Playful ways to appreciate each
other
(affirmative listening, Nancy Kline,
creative imagination, Milton
Erikson)

Wonder Journey and Music
Visualisation exercise for deep
relaxation (Merle Ferguson)
Music written to accompany
Wonder Journey story (Malcolm
Lindsay)
Deliberate separation for real time
narration and can invent different
wonder journeys

Impact: comments from on-line survey from
24 primary schools in Fife 2017
“It is a fantastic resource in helping the children to talk about and share
personal experiences and feelings. Our children absolutely love it!”
“There has been significant impact with the children who have accessed
Kitbag, providing an avenue to talk, think, express views and become
calmer”
“It has brought some groups of children together who otherwise would
not likely choose to interact with each other. It is helping children to
develop a greater understanding of the differences between individuals
and how to embrace those differences.”

Impact: in-depth interviews with teachers in 6
primary schools in Fife 2017
“To see them supporting each other with [Kitbag] is really powerful.
Nothing but praise for it.”
“[Kitbag] created a safe environment for them to express themselves
without having to give huge big explanations”
“I like how it builds relationships up, children who you would normally
think wouldn’t get on with each other are then sitting at the table
complimenting each other…giving them this card because it might help
them through the day…it’s wonderful”
“We’ve got our children in primary seven, I would say almost all of
them are confident in leading a session, staff aren’t as confident…”

Further Information
www.iffkitbag.com
www.iffpraxis.com

Cathy Ashley, Chief Executive
Family Rights Group

©Family Rights Group

Nature of the crisis

Nature of the crisis

Key messages across the
Review
• Blame, shame, fear, frustration, deprivation
• A complex picture: no single solution
• Consensus regarding:
- Relationship building being at heart of good practice
- The wider family and community being an untapped
resources for some children.

• The challenge: to create conditions
that allow good relationships to flourish.

20 Options for Change
- Shared vision & ethos
- Partnership
- Statutory guidance.

•
•

Good systems & practice
Training and development

•
•

Moving away from undue focus on process and KPIs incl. 26 weeks
National & local family justice boards: review role, purpose, emphasis &
CYP & family input.

•
•
•

Early advice & access to advocacy
Pre-proceedings good practice
Section 20 & section 76 voluntary accommodation – guidance and
access to free, independent legal advice.

•

Approaches that enable families to understand professionals’ concerns
& draw upon their strengths e.g. FGCs.

20 Options for Change
•

Family & friends care:
- Strengthen statutory guidance
- LAs to renew focus on policy
- Paid leave & post proceedings support.

•

Impact assessment of govt. policies

•

Draw on lessons from problem solving court

•
•
•

Dedicated post removal support
Reunification: greater use of guidance & tools
Families as a resource in service design and development

•
•

Resources £ shortfall – money matters
Research -addressing knowledge gaps

Children 2010-2015
Brighton & Hove City Council
Relationships in Practice
BASW 80/20 conference
April 2019

Children 2010-2015
Why relationship-based
practice - feedback
From social workers:
Admin demands prevent social workers building relationships

Not enough support and guidance from managers
Lack of opportunity to develop expertise
Supervision not reflective
Blame culture

Why relationship-based
practice - feedback
Children 2010-2015
From children and families:
We want social workers
who understand us
We want social workers
who see us regularly and
build a relationship with us
We want honesty,
reliability and
consistency from social
workers
We don’t want to
change social
workers

The Team
Around
the
Relationship
Children 2010-2015
• Whole system change
• Theory of change: if social workers feel supported and contained they can
build relationships with families and use these relationships to facilitate
change with families based on their practice expertise
• Supported by six principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

continuity of relationships between social workers and families;
consistency of relationships between social work teams and families;
collaboration between practitioners;
social workers being purposeful partners in change for families;
the organisation supporting a learning culture, and;
a transformation of the organisational culture from a blame culture to a
relationship-based one that inspires trust and confidence.

Children
2010-2015
How do we
implement
these principles?
• Social work relationship is at the heart of a network of
relationships – the Team Around the Relationship
• This requires small teams of social workers who support families
across the service and know each others cases and can work
collaboratively - the pod:
1 FTE Pod Manager
Up to 2 FTE senior social Workers
Up to 5 FTE social workers
At least 1 social worker in training
Business Support Officer

How do we
implement
these principles?
Children
2010-2015
Whole system change required structural change - the pods;

Supported by new processes, including:
group supervision;
Reflective Practice Groups;
new quality assurance processes, practitioner-led audits;
and the One Story model of recording and assessment.
Founded on a new culture:
relationship-based management and leadership;
trust and openness;
prioritising relationships, containment and direct work.

2010-2015
Is the modelChildren
leading to
improved outcomes?
❑ Has the experience of families improved?
• Direct comparison difficult, as evaluation since model of practice more
robust, but the number of compliments and complaints provides a proxy
indicator:

Compliments
2015-16
14

2016-17

2017-18

54

103

Complaints
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19 (projected)

Stage 1

101

58

66

40

Stage 2

11

6

9

4

Children
2010-2015
Is the model
leading to
improved outcomes?
❑ Has the experience of staff improved?
• “Social workers’ morale is high and they enjoy working
for Brighton & Hove.” (Ofsted, 2018)

64%

2019

2016

• Containment do staff feel ‘safe and supported’:

89%

Children
2010-2015
Is the model
leading to
improved outcomes?
❑ Are we supporting families to be safe and stable?

26

15

average
number of
care
applications
per quarter

average
number of
care
applications
per quarter

2018-9

2016-7

• Proxy indicators suggest improvement:

Children
2010-2015
“Empathy,
tenacity
and compassion”
An evaluation of relationship based practice in
Brighton and Hove
The Team Around the Relationship provides the potential to make a
difference for children and families.
The key messages from the first 3 ½ years are, in general, that:

Childrenpractice
2010-2015
Relationship-based
and direct work
• Our definition of relationship-based practice – a ‘meta position’:
• Human behaviour is complex and multi-faceted;
• Not a practice framework based on a single skills set;
• Common elements across well-indicated ‘interventions’;
• ‘Containment of anxiety’ supported by specific knowledge and
skill contingent on the child or family’s particular situation;
• This is the theory of change at the practice level;
• Complex situations require complex responses.
• Approaches: trauma-informed, systemic, attachment and secure
base model, restorative and strengths-based, and AMBIT.

Childrenpractice
2010-2015
Relationship-based
and direct work
• Not how you do relationship-based practice but how does
being employed by a relationship-based organisation impact
on your practice?
• Relationship-based practice: What is purpose of social work
and role of social workers (restorative, psychosocial, relational
activism)?
• Relationship-based practice: Containment of practitioners
(professional and organizational anxiety) allows purposeful
change

Childrenpractice
2010-2015
Relationship-based
and direct work
• Helping social workers to be the best practitioner they can be might mean
that they can help families to be the best that they can be (after Donald
Forrester): collaborating and sharing skills with colleagues might help you
to work with families to affect change. Being supported to take
responsibility for their own practice and development might help
practitioners to work with families, not do things for, or to, families.
• Social workers do the work: Cars and SWROs; AMBIT and the Team Around
the Relationship; Partners in Change Hub, whole family approach.
• Relationships and purpose: ‘relationship-based practice – provides a
discipline of helping that challenges us to do more than simply building
relationships. It challenges us, as Bateson memorably said, to “be the
difference that makes a difference” (Donald Forrester)’

Childrenpractice
2010-2015
Relationship-based
and direct work
• Relationships and time: continuity and consistency are
important but relationships are not just long-term or
continuous
• Relationship-based practice: initial visits, duty and
assessments
“At the beginning when I was doing assessment, I was talking to
the parents and whenever I met the children, I am interviewing
them rather than doing stuff with them. Now I’ve realised that I
can actually play or do things with the children and actually still
get information out of them …. So yes over the last 6-7 months
there has been a noticeable change for me.”
http://www.talkingandlisteningtochildren.co.uk/project-impact/

Children
Model of practice
based2010-2015
on relationships, but …?
• Your Voice: social work survey (social work health check)
In an average month/the last month what percentage of your time do/did
you spend on the following:
2019

2018

2017

With children/young people

15%

12%

10%

With adults in families

16%%

14%

15%

Reports and admin (inc. carefirst, court
reports etc.)

29%

38%

33%

Meetings

21%

21%

23%

Supervision

11%

11%

12%

CPD and contributing to learning and
research

6%

4%

6%

Children
Model of practice
based2010-2015
on relationships, but …?
Breakdown for role (2019):
In an average month/the last month what percentage of your time do/did you
spend on the following:
Social
Worker

Senior Social
Worker

With children/young people

25%

14%

With adults in families

23%

21%

Reports and admin (inc. carefirst, court reports etc.) 29%

29%

Meetings

19%

18%

Supervision

9%

7%

CPD and contributing to learning and research

4%

5%

Children
Outcomes2010-2015
for families
An evaluation of relationship based practice in
Brighton and Hove
The Team Around the Relationship provides the potential to make a
difference for children and families.
The key messages from the first 3 ½ years are, in general, that:

Children
Outcomes2010-2015
for families
• “Louise has established a great relationship with me and my children
so that the more difficult things can be addressed. Louise remembers
the children’s birthdays etc, I could write pages…. I know Louise deals
with 100’s of family’s but you would not know that. She makes us feel
like we are the only family that matter - always.” (Parent)
• “Alex has been my social worker for 3 years now and all that time she
has been consistent and always there for me. Without her things would
have been completely different, she has faith in me and even in my
darkest times she still believes in me and that helps a lot. She is really
on the ball with getting things done and is really down to earth and
genuine. I’m lucky to have her.” (Young Person)
• Social worker instability – 11% and 26% - why does this matter? Back to
the start

Whole system RPG project and
Evaluation

8 April, 2019

RPG Project

1

The Centre for Social Work
Practice (CfSWP)
• The centre for Social Work Practice was created by a
group of social workers and social work academics
wishing to promote and support relationship-based
practice in social work
• It has been a charity for about 6 years
• It has focused on the providing local events and
conferences with partner organisations
• And developing the delivery and evaluation of Reflective
Practice Groups (RPG)
8 April, 2019

RPG Project

2

Orb8
• Orb8 is a small organisation which promotes relationshipbased and therapeutic practice in respect of our most
vulnerable young people
• Dr Jane Herd it’s founder and CEO was the original
Director of CfSWP
• As Director of CfSWP Dr Herd created the RPG project
with Brighton and Hove
• She was commissioned by CfSWP to find further pilot
sites and these will be managed and delivered by Orb8
8 April, 2019

RPG Project

3

The RPG project
• CfSWP decided to focus on RPG’s as a way of
supporting relationship-based practice and providing
spaces for social workers to reflect on their work
• It undertook a literature and scoping exercise which
revealed there was much informal positive experience
and feedback about being in RPG’s
• However, there was very little formal evaluation or
research so there was not a strong evidence base

8 April, 2019

RPG Project

4

The Brighton and Hove Project
• In 2014/5 Brighton and Hove Children’s Social Services
approached CfSWP
• They were undertaking a relationship-based
reorganisation of services
• They wanted to know what CfSWP might contribute?
• The RPG project was born out of this and the model that
this created is now called The Whole System RPG Model
• This has been running in B&H now for 3 years and there
has been a detailed evaluation of the RPGs by CfSWP
8 April, 2019

RPG Project

5

What does an RPG look like?
• Each RPG run’s for 1 hour 15 minutes on a monthly
basis
• Groups are made up of 10 to 12 members and 1
facilitator
• Membership is allocated to groups by the commissioning
organisation
• Members remain in the same group though membership
will change as people leave or join the organisation

8 April, 2019

RPG Project

6

How does an RPG operate?
• There will be a presenter who has been agreed at the
previous group
• The presenter speaks for approximately 15 minutes on
an issue, this may be troubling, stuck, interesting etc
• This can be a service user, relational dynamic, practice
issue, type of presentation etc
• The group listens but do not ask questions

8 April, 2019

RPG Project

7

How does an RPG operate?
• The presenter then ‘sits out’ but still listens while group
reflects on what heard
• The presenter is invited to comment on what they have
heard
• The group then discuss together any conclusions or
outcomes they feel they have come to
• The facilitator keeps the group on task and will work to
draw out underlying issues, dynamics or patterns

8 April, 2019

RPG Project

8

Practice
• This is a chance to try and explore in depth what the
responses and reactions to what has been said are.
• Feelings and sensations are as important as thoughts
and ideas
• It is NOT about fixing things, offering advice or making
things better.
• Participants may find it useful to consider their responses
in the following order to get as a good a sense as
possible about their reaction to what they have heard
8 April, 2019
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Practice
• Bodily sensations- what were they and what links might you
make to them?
• Feelings- how did you feel in response to what was said?
• Images and metaphors- pictures in your head, stories, quotes
etc
• Thoughts- what thoughts came up both logical or a bit strange
or surprising?
• Actions- This is the very last aspect of the process. If reached
too soon it may block the process of really trying to
understand what you have heard, if discussed it will be toward
the end.
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Theoretical Basis
• Based on therapeutically informed practice including
unconscious and systemic processes
• Considering organisational dynamics and issues such as
parallel processes
• Interested in a process of discovering what may be going
on under the surface and ‘driving’ practice or avoidance
or practice
• Focuses on emotional impact on the work including
secondary trauma
8 April, 2019
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The Whole System RPG modelMeans the Whole System!
• The Whole System means that everyone from the
Director of children’s services to senior managers,
managers, social workers and other selected
practitioners are allocated a group place
• Everyone is expected to attend on a monthly basis and
this is linked to career development
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The Whole System RPG modelFacilitation
• CfSWP (via Orb8) will provide the External Facilitator
• This person will facilitate the Senior Manager, Manager,
and Internal Facilitator groups
• The Internal Facilitators may be consultant sws, practice
leads, practice educators or senior pracs and will be
selected by the organisation
• The Internal Facilitators also have a monthly training
session with the External Facilitator
• The Internal Facilitator provides all the groups for the
social workers and other selected practitioners
8 April, 2019
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Evidence so Far
18
The RPG has provided other perspectives concerning my work
20
The RPG has helped me to manage the emotional impact of the work
15
The RPG has strengthened my professional identity
13
The RPG has helped me to develop better understanding of complex… 11
Membership of the RPG has had beneficial impacts from the point of view of… 9
The RPG has helped me enhance my contribution to the multi-agency system 4
The RPG has helped me to manage the emotional strain of my work more… 9
The RPG has increased my knowledge about different types of interventions… 2
The RPG has improved my skills in relationship based work with families 4

67
62

The RPG has further developed my ability to reflect on my work

0
% Strongly Agree
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Areas of Impact
Impacts at three levels:
– Emotional outcomes
– Organisational/professional outcomes
– Enhanced ability for reflection and thoughtful
practice
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Emotional Outcomes
•
•
•
•

Confidence that own experiences and concerns are valid
Confidence that doing good work
Going out feeling calmer
“You can go in feeling very stressed or overwhelmed by
things you need to do and just having that creative
thinking space together can make you come out feeling
you’re of it and it’s ok, that’s the best bit about it really”
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Emotional Outcomes
• Feeling Supported
• “As a member of a groups it’s helped me when things
have felt difficult to feel that you know, that there’s other
people that feel things are difficult as well and actually
are willing to support me with that and share that”
• “ The RPG had helped me manage the emotional
impact/strain of the work”
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Bringing workers together from
across the service
• Opportunity for learning about each others’ roles, sharing
perspectives and the cross fertilization of ideas
• For some managers this represented a unique
opportunity for joining with their peers
• “Obviously one of the differences is that it’s not your
supervision group so you have a range of differing
perspectives, different teams, people with different roles
and priorities… so that’s really helpful”
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Broader Sense of Organisation
as a Whole
• “That coming together and sharing, to do that I thought
was really beneficial. And it’s kind of enhanced, I guess
my pride in the work that I do and we do really”
• I think it has helped when other teams have been in more
difficulties for them to kind of go, oh actually yeah, we
need to help over there….you know there’s much more
of an ownership of the work, the pressures, that strains
across the whole of social work,,,, you’re kind of getting a
broader sense of the while of the organisation…
8 April, 2019
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Time and Space to Think
• The use of a facilitated, structured model for reflection
denotes a ‘different’ space
• “Having the resource put aside for that reflective space I
think is really important….that we’ve got that resource
there”
• “You know there is something about, actually you have to
provide a structure to people’s discussions and to get
them to think different about how they’re feeling”
• “It felt really different in a really good way, in the sense
that it felt …it was going to be challenging and thought
provoking”
8 April, 2019
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Enhanced ability for reflection and
thoughtful practice
•
•
•
•
•

Changes to practice doing things differently
Changing thinking and action on cases
Thinking about own capacity and role
Gaining strategies/techniques to employ now or in future
“and then me having had that space to reflect and to
think and to you know look at new strategies, I then went
back to the family and said we need to, something about
this, cos this is not ok. It hasn’t been working and it
makes you very anxious…and he apologises and I said
ok…we’re talking on completely different terms now…
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Did it really work?
• The implementation of RPG’s for the last 3 years
alongside a whole system relational re-structure has led
to
• A decrease of agency staff from 20% to 0%
• In a staff survey 2018• 85% of staff said they felt safe and supported
• 99% felt trusted to make decisions
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And most importantly!
• Since the project begun Brighton and Hove has recorded
• A 10% reduction of children on child protection plans
• A 17% reduction of those in care in the last 3 years
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Oldham and the RPG project
• Bernie O’Brien, PSW, applied for Oldham to be a new site for
the RPG project in the summer of 2018
• Oldham is one of two new sites that we selected from 13
interested authorities
• There has already been much discussion and several
meetings with senior managers
• The External Facilitator has been found and Internal
Facilitators are in the process of being identified
• We plan to start the external facilitation in January 2019 of
senior managers, managers and internal facilitators’ groups
• Groups for practitioners will start March/April 2019
8 April, 2019
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Your RPG

• Any Questions Please?
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